ffcUMPET VOLUNTARY
one's own self-respect. Before I have time to go through my mail
in detail—I am not bothering about the papers because nothing
terrible is going on anywhere and the oddments of news can
wait—the telephone bell rings next to my bed. Familiarity is
included in my apparatus for happiness, and this regular call at
four minutes past eight is among the comfortable familiar things
of my universe. It is as usual my friend John, eager to discuss
with me a provocative new play which had opened last night;
we had both been present but had scarcely met; you know what
First Nights are! As usual, he also demanded to know what letters
I had had, and told me about his, reading aloud interesting frag-
ments; his plans for to-day—would they fit into mine? And
here was an amusing story about a mutual friend; and look here,
he had scrapped his idea for a third act, in spite of what I had said,
and if I were to walk across the Park after tea as usual, we could
fight it out at leisure.
—As usual.   There again was the quiet magic, the open sesame,
the abracadabra of happiness.
Presently Niki and I met at the breakfast-table and we laughed
a great deal over tiny, almost invisible jokes... but they had wings.
And the telephone kept on ringing, sometimes for her and some-
times for me; and we obligingly fielded and caught each other's
bores as their names came through; earnestly saying: "No, I'm
afraid she's not up yet Fast asleep still. Can I give her a message ?"
To be happy is to be lighthearted, and to be lighthearted is
happiness. We talked nonsense at breakfast; and nonsense, if
there are no sterner duties on hand, is a lovely thing. When you
have lost it, you miss it more than great passion or great splendour.
Yet descriptions of a lighthearted good time in biography and
autobiography rarely come off; they are apt to dwindle into
anecdotes; and in tins they are unlike sorrow which can be de-
scribed so as to make the reader feel the pain of it and suffer
vicariously. When someone writes you a letter enthusiastically
describing a good time, you often skip that portion, slightly irritated
because you were not there, because you are not drawn into the
spell, die magic cirde; you wonder what it is all about, and are
apt to think die writer is being trivial, silly, hilarious over nothing
at all. A good time should be marked "Perishable".
It was not very long ago, two years, in fact, on the first day of
summer warmth, that for a few moments Prunelk and I recaptured
nonsense. I had not seen her for $ges. Silence and illness and the
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